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  UNDERSTANDING 

Modern Dog Training teaches us to 

Lead by MOTIVATING not by DOMINATING. 
Sounds simple but in order to really understand what this means  

we need to first dissect what it means to “LEAD”. 

We follow leaders that speak to us in a common language. Leaders have a 

clear picture of the future, a solid action plan, and can efficiently detail 

the consequences of success and failure. They control access to our desired 

resources, set rules, are consistent, calm and confident. 

As we hone our leadership skills we must also learn the silent body language 

of our canine companions so we can choose our battles and meet them ½ way 

in developing clear paths of understanding. Communication is essential for 

trust, strong bonds, and consistent routines.  This is the foundation that 

will keep them safe and content in their role within our families. 

“Dogs do speak, 
but only to those 
who know how 

to listen.”  
Orhan Pamuk 



 

  DAYCARE 

As the cold weather slowly sinks its claws in the valley that cradles Bakers Acres Kennels, our daycare 

routines change. During the summer months we focus our days on outside time…chasing those little dirt 

collectors out of the singular mud puddle left from the last week’s rain. Frost changes all that! 

As we spend more time inside the kennel by the fireplace, social time becomes more important than 

physical release. We continue to separate social groups while allowing constant access to warm inside 

rooms and frost free water.  

Our crisp sunny afternoon romp in the snow will feature more structured play than in the summer months, 

using “heavy work” concepts. “Heavy work” is a collection of focus exercises that we use to release pent up 

energy. We use toys and treats to get pups to push, dig, dive in, and “swim” through that fluffy fresh snow. 

My hardworking “behind the scenes” boys are amazing at keeping the deep snow blower trails clean for the 

seasonal maze in the front yard. I love watching the shorter pups chasing each other blindly through the 

maze until they crash together, jump over each other, or quickly slip past their friends to surprise them 

again at the other end. 

We invite all daycare visitors to start wearing their winter gear. If you don’t have winter coats for your pup, 

we suggest a trip to the thrift shop to purchase child’s sized sweaters. Make sure the sweaters fit snuggly 

with buttons, velcro or fabric “belts”. We have a selection of winter gear here and if your pup comes home 

with a new sweater, it is yours to keep, reuse or throw away. Remember to remove wet collars/clothing 

when pups arrive home so we do not develop hot spots or rashes.  

During transportation extra care is taken with pups in the back as we ensure super fluffy, dry blankets in 

kennels. We also pick up these pups last during the morning routine and drop them off first thing in the 

afternoon so we minimize their time under the truck canopy.  
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“The most precious 

things in life are not 

those you get for 

money.” 

Albert Einstein 

  BUSINESS PLANNING 

2020! Bakers Acres is celebrating the start of our 7th year 

this November. I am excited to now be able to develop 

business plans around fact instead of fiction. When I 

entered the RDBN Start up business contest in 2014, I 

literally had no idea what a business plan was or how to 

write one. Setting fees was a shot in the dark with 

blinders to factual costs. I’m proud to have been able to 

provide steady grooming and boarding prices since 

September 2016.  

Minimum wage in BC showed a modest increase in 

September 2015 after a 3 year wage freeze. We have 

seen yearly increases since that time with 2 more 

planned in the next 2 years. This means that with factual 

cost increases, Bakers Acres business plan is again front 

and center. 

We have been working on a Service Menu which will 

showcase what Bakers Acres offers and clearly relate fee 

increases starting January 2020. The “Menu” will be 

emailed before the Christmas holiday, or printed for 

those of you lucky souls who don’t “do” technology.  
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Did you know? 

Bakers Acres also offers : 

Dog boarding 

Cat boarding and grooming 

Private dog training 

Temporary hair color & grooming tattoos 

Cockapoo puppies 

Contact us! 
250-692-6481 

TEXT messages are checked every 

weekday (excluding holidays) at 6am and 

again at 6pm. 

PHONE is answered on weekdays 

(excluding holidays) between 10am-3pm 

when possible. 

Bakersacres2012@gmail.com 

Emails are checked every other day. 

Facebook Messenger 

“Doggie Daycare” – Checked 

consistently on daycare days (M/W/F) 

“Bakers Spaniels” – Checked every 

other day 

“Brandie Baker” – Checked sporadically 

 

We are consistently working towards a completely 

digital business. We love our environment and we 

choose to provide invoices and training materials via 

email, offer etransfer as our main form of currency, 

accept online applications and digital photos of 

vaccination certificates.  

We try to maintain simple and updated websites: 

Bakersacreskennels.com 

Bakersspaniels.com 

We want you to know who we are and what we do 

with our blog, Bakers newsletter, “Bakers Acres 

Kennels” and “Bakers Spaniels” Facebook pages. You 

can also find us on YouTube, Twitter, Pinterest, and 

Love Burns Lake. 

Bakersacres.blog 


